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How a manufacturer of glass bottles significantly simplified its
coating process

Dear ladies and gentlemen,

coating plays a decisive role in the production of high-quality glass bottles with individual designs. The
manufacturer Wiegand-Glas attaches particular importance to a sustainable production process and had
been using an electrostatic liquid coating system for this purpose for several years. 

However, the previous process was very complex, which was due to the processing of conductive water-
based paint in combination with electrostatics. Wiegand-Glas wanted to make the entire process much
simpler. In our current practical report, you can learn how this challenge was successfully mastered
with a solution from WAGNER:

Have fun reading! 
The newsletter team of WAGNER Industrial Solutions

TECHNOLOGY CENTER 
Virtual application trials: Be there live, even from a distance

You can't come to us in Markdorf for your
application trial? No problem - you can also be
there virtually. By using the latest technology in
Mixed Reality - the Microsoft HoloLens - we can
transmit the test series live to you. You will see all
processes directly from the eyes of our
application specialist. This allows us to support
you quickly and easily - we have both hands free
for you and you save yourself the journey.

If you are interested, please do not hesitate to
contact us. We look forward to your virtual visit!

BESSER LACKIEREN EXPO LIVE 2021 
How you can optimize your unit costs in the coating process 

On April 29, WAGNER Industrial Solutions was represented at the BESSER LACKIEREN EXPO
live with an online presentation. Thomas Scheible, Vice President Sales for Germany & Benelux,
showed how you can optimize the unit costs in your coating process with our technology, training
and service package.
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